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Abstract
It has been shown that the efficiency of a compound depends on its
molecular, electronic structure, and quantum chemical methods can determine
these properties. Hence, it is essential to calculate the quantum properties
inducing highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels, HOMO–LUMO energy gap, and
electronic density, etc.to find their efficiency on corrosion inhibition. Organic
compounds containing heteroatoms, such as sulphur, nitrogen, and oxygen, are
efficient in corrosion inhibition. Previously we reported the corrosion inhibition
ability of 1Benzyl3Hydroxy1HIndazole (BHI) molecule in an aqueous
medium containing 60 ppm chloride ion on mildsteel (MS). In the present study,
we aimed to prove the corrosion inhibition of BHI using quantum chemical
calculations using Gaussian 03W. We found a find correlation between the
molecular structure and the possible mechanism of corrosion inhibition.
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1. Introduction
Mildsteel is widely used in chemical and petrochemical industries as a
construction material due to its higher mechanical properties and low cost. Corrosion is a
natural phenomenon, a global problem, which cause severe loss to the durability of the
product and damages the world [1,2]. Several inhibitors have been proposed and reviewed
[3,4], and mostly organic compounds containing heteroatoms, such as sulphur, nitrogen,
and oxygen, are efficient in corrosion inhibition [3,5]. Several studies proposed that the
efficiency is depends on its molecular weight, molecular structure, aromaticity, electron
density, functional groups, steric effects, and orbital character of contributing electrons,
etc. [6,7]. The inhibition mechanism could be elucidated by the formation of film by
physical and/or chemical adsorption of the compound on the metal surface [8,9].
Quantum chemical methods and molecular modeling techniques enable the
definition of a large number of molecular quantities characterizing the reactivity, shape,
and binding properties of a complete molecule as well as of molecular fragments and
substituents [10,11]. Quantum chemically derived parameters are fundamentally different
from experimentally measured quantities, although there is some natural overlap. Unlike
experimental measurements, there is no statistical error in quantum chemical calculations.
All chemical interactions are either electrostatic (polar) or orbital (covalent). Electric
charges in the molecule are responsible for electrostatic interactions. The local electron
densities or charges are essential in many chemical reactions and for Physico-chemical
properties of compounds. Thus, charge-based parameters have been widely employed as
chemical reactivity indices or as measures of weak intermolecular interactions [11]. These
numerical quantities are easy to obtain, and they provide at least a qualitative
understanding of the structure and reactivity of molecule [12]. Furthermore, atomic
charges are used for the description of the molecular polarity of molecules.
Highest occupied molecular orbital energy (EHOMO) and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital energy (ELUMO) are very popular quantum chemical parameters.
These orbitals, also called the frontier orbitals, determine the way the molecule interacts
with other species. The energy of the HOMO is directly related to the ionization potential
and the energy of the LUMO is directly related to the electron affinity. The HOMO–
LUMO gap, i.e. the difference in energy between the HOMO and LUMO, is an important
stability index. A large HOMO–LUMO gap implies high stability for the molecule in
chemical reactions [13]. Dipole moment is the measure of polarity of a polar covalent
bond. It is defined as the product of charge on the atoms and the distance between the two
bonded atoms. The total dipole moment, however, reflects only the global polarity of a
molecule. The total energy of a system is composed of the internal, potential, and kinetic
energy. Hohenberg and Kohn proved that the total energy of a system including that of the
many body effects of electrons (exchange and correlation) in the presence of static
external potential (for example, the atomic nuclei) is a unique functional of the charge
density [14].
It is shown that corrosion inhibition efficiency of compounds can be proved by
theoretical and computational chemistry [7].The results of the computational chemistry
portray the significant effect and the desired properties of the chemicals could be a
mathematically quantified and visualized in graphical form. Further, the Quantum
chemistry calculations widely been applied to find the mechanism of inhibition and also
to interpret the data in addition to unravel the chemical uncertainties. The quantum study
could provide information on the mechanism in the resolution of molecule and its
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electronic structure levels [11,15] and also provide structure and electronic factors by
employing computational methodologies of quantum chemistry. The geometry of the
inhibitor in its ground state, as well as the nature of their molecular orbitals, HOMO
(highest occupied molecular orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital)
are involved in the properties of activity of inhibitors [13].
Previously we reported that the efficiency of BHI + Zn2+ with the inhibition
performance of 61.4 % and minimum CR (0.1004mmpy) in aqueous medium consisting
of 60 ppm of Cl at a concentration of 120ppm. Further, the adsorption of BHI on MS
follows Langmuir, Freundlich and Temkin isotherms. Based on the Gibbs free energy,
Enthalpy and entropy of adsorption indicated that the adsorption process is spontaneous,
endothermic and physical adsorption. In addition, the magnitude of the activation energy
of the corrosion process is lower than 80 kJ mol1confirms physisorption process [16].
Hence, in the present study we aimed to prove the mechanism of the corrosion inhibition
using theoretical study on the electronic and molecular structure of BHI carried out by
using GAUSSIAN 03W program. Further, to find the correlation between the molecular
structure and its corrosion behaviour.

2. Experimental
DFT (density functional theory) was used to calculate all theoretical calculations
in with GAUSSIAN O3W software which is found to yield favorable geometries to
variety of systems. The energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital (EHOMO), the
energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (ELUMO), the energy band gap (ΔE gap
= EHOMO – ELUMO), the dipole, the electron affinity (A), the ionization potential (I)
and the number of transferred  moment electrons (ΔN) parameters [17,18] were
calculated.

3. Results and discussion
The results obtained using density functional method (DFT) were reported in the
Table 1 and the HOMO,LUMO structures were shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). The
active centre of the molecule (HOMO) is the sites at which electrophile attack and
interacts with atoms at the metal surface. It gained its energy through nitrogen, oxygen
and π electrons of benzene rings. BHI showed higher EHOMO (0.2090 ev) value which
showed its electron donation ability, and improve the adsorption of the inhibitor on mild
steel and thereby enhance inhibition efficiency. The BHI has lower ELUMO value of
0.9905 eV which indicates the electron accepting ability of the molecule [19].
Frontier Molecular (FMO) orbital theory stated that the function between HOMO
and LUMO determine the chemical reactivity of the reacting species [20,21,22]. The
molecule with higher HOMO level and lower LUMO level has the lower HOMO –
LUMO energy gap which improves the efficiency of inhibitor. BHI molecule showed
lower energy gap value of ΔE = 4.6966 eV which requires less energy to remove an
electron from the last occupied [23] orbital that indicates the higher reactivity of the
molecule and better inhibition efficiency [11]. The adsorption of inhibitor molecule on the
metallic surface also depends on energy gap (ELUMO  EHOMO). It has been shown
that the excellent inhibitor molecule always has the ability to donate free electrons to the
unoccupied ‘d’ orbitals of the metal surface to form covalent bonds and also readily
accept free electrons donated by the metal surface by anti bond orbital and forms feedback
bonds.
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Molecules with low energy gap called as soft molecules due to the fact that they
are easily polarizable with high chemical activity and low kinetic stability [15]. The acidbase theory describes the Chemical hardness (G) and softness of the hard and soft
molecule [24]. We found that BHI has low hardness and high softness values of value of
2.3483eV and 0.2129 eV respectively. A hard molecule less reactive and soft molecules
highly reactive under small disturbance of chemical reaction the soft molecule showed
less deformation polarization of the electron cloud of atoms. The results of the theoretical
study are in accordance with our previous experimentally determined inhibition efficiency
of BHI [16].
BHI has low ionization value of 0.9905 eV and it is highly reactive since the
electrons from BHI are easily removable. It was shown that ionization potential
determines the chemical reactivity of atoms and molecules; the molecules with higher
ionization energy are highly stable and chemically inert and low ionization energy are
highly reactive [25]. To predict the direction of a corrosion inhibition process dipole
moment (µ) can be used which shows the polarity in bond and therefore the electronic
distribution [26]. Due to higher dipole moment, high polar compounds readily adsorbed
on the metal surface with better inhibition efficiency. However, the dipole moment of has
no direct correlation respected to efficiency of BHI. The increasing efficiency while
increasing values of the dipole moment depends on the nature of molecules and little
research has shown that there is no significant correlation between µ and IE % [27]. In
BHI, electron density (charge distribution) is saturated all around molecule and hence one
can expect flat lying adsorption orientations on metal surface.

a

Figure 1. a. HOMO of inhibitor

b. LUMO of inhibitor

Nucleophilic or electrophilic nature of the molecule described by Electrophilicity
(ω); an electrophile has high electrophilic value with lower value of µ, ω while a
nucleophile has a low value of electrophilicity with a high value of µ and ω. From the
Table 1 the electrophilicity index value for the inhibitor is 0.0868. This is also in good
agreement with the experiment results of our study. The binding ability of the inhibitor
molecule on the metal surface is calculated and ranked in Table 1 which indicates the
electron donating ability of the molecule. It is shown that if a molecule has ΔN lesser than
3.6 has the ability to donate electron that increases inhibition efficiency of the inhibitor on
the metal surface [28].The theoretical values of χFe (4.06 eV mol1) and of ηFe (0 eV
mol1) are used to calculate ΔN [29]. In present study the ΔN value is 0.14 < 3.6 showing
high inhibition efficiency by BHI.
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Table-1. Molecular properties of BHI calculated by DFT (density functional theory)
Quantum Chemical Parameters

BHI

EHOMO (eV)

5.6871

ELUMO (eV)

0.9905

ΔE gap (eV)

4.6966

Ionization potential (A) (eV)

0.9905

Electron affinity (I) (eV)

5.6871

Electronegativity χ (eV)

3.3388

Global hardness (eV)

2.3483

Global softness (σ)

0.2129

Electrophilicity index (ω)

2.3735

Transferred electron fraction (ΔN)

0.1407

ΔE backdonation

0.5875

3.1. Mechanism of corrosion inhibition
Several authors agreed that due to donor acceptor reaction more negatively
charged hetero atom get easily adsorbed on the metal surface. The interaction between the
inhibitor molecule and the metal surface governed by electronic back donation process
[19]. When both processes occur, energy change is directly proportional to the hardness of
the molecule and expressed as follows:
ΔE Back-donation

ΔE Back-donation

=

η/4

=

2.3483/4

= 0.5875

The ΔE backdonation implies that when η > 0 and ΔE backdonation < 0 the
charge transfer to a molecule, followed by a back donation from the molecule, is
energetically favoured [30,31] all these observations in a holistic way, the following
probable mechanism of corrosion inhibition is proposed.
When mild steel specimen is immersed in the neutral aqueous environment, the anodic
reaction is,
Fe
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and the cathodic reaction is,
H2O + O2 + 4e

4OH

Zn2+BHI complex is formed in the solution containing 60 ppm of Cl, 120 ppm
of BHI and 20ppm of Zn2+ is used. While immersing mild steel in the solution, the Zn2+ +
BHI complex diffuses towards the metal surface. On the metal surface, Zn2+BHI
complex is converted into Fe2+--BHI complex, and Zn2+ released. At the cathodic site, the
released Zn2+ ions combine with OH– and forms Zn(OH)2 which is precipitated. Thus the
protective film consists of Fe2+BHI complex, Zn(OH)2 and oxides of iron. These
complexes might be adsorbed onto metal surface by weak Vander Waals forces of
attraction to form a protective film and to prevent mild steel from corrosion.
Zn2+
Zn2+ + 2OH

Fe2+ BHI + Zn2+

BHI+ Fe2+
Zn (OH)2

4. Conclusion
Quantum chemistry calculation reveals that the increase of HOMO energy level
influencing increase in inhibition efficiency, implying the ability of organic molecule to
offer free electrons to the metal surface. Inhibitor efficiency of compounds cannot be
directly correlated molecular parameters individually. BHI has highest inhibition
efficiency because it has the highest HOMO energy, ΔN <3.6 (electron) with lowest
energy gap (ΔE) and hence showcased as an efficient corrosion inhibitor. The Quantum
chemical parameter viz hardness (η), softness (S), dipole moment (μ), electron affinity
(A), ionization potential (I), the absolute electronegativity (χ) and the fraction of electron
transferred (ΔN) confirms the inhibition efficiency of the inhibitor mixture. Theoretical
and experimental data’s good correlation confirms the reliability of the quantum chemical
methods to study the inhibition of corrosion of metal surface using inhibitors. Thereupon
1Benzyl3Hydroxy1HIndazole (BHI) is found to be a potential inhibitor for the
corrosion control of MS in aqueous media containing 60ppm Cl ions.
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